For practical implementation of massive multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems, the hybrid processing (precoding/combining) structure is promising to reduce the high implementation cost and power consumption rendered by large number of radio frequency (RF) chains of the traditional processing structure. The hybrid processing is realized through lowdimensional digital baseband processing combined with analog RF processing enabled by phase shifters. We propose to design hybrid RF and baseband precoders/combiners for multistream transmission in massive MIMO systems, by directly decomposing the predesigned unconstrained digital precoder/combiner of a large dimension. This approach is fundamental and general in the sense that any conventional full RF chain precoding solution of a MIMO system configuration can be converted to a hybrid processing structure by matrix decomposition. The constant amplitude constraint of analog RF processing results in the matrix decomposition problem nonconvex. Based on an alternate optimization technique, the nonconvex matrix decomposition problem can be decoupled into a series of convex subproblems and effectively solved by restricting the phase increment of each entry in the RF precoder/combiner within a small vicinity of its preceding iterate. A singular value decomposition-based technique is proposed to secure an initial point sufficiently close to the global solution of the original nonconvex problem. Through simulation, the convergence of the alternate optimization for such a matrix decomposition-based hybrid processing (MD-HP) scheme is examined, and the performance of the MD-HP scheme is demonstrated to be near-optimal.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ASSIVE multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is potentially one of the key technologies to achieve high capacity performance in the fifth generation of mobile cellular systems [1] - [4] . In the limit of an infinite number of antennas, the massive MIMO propagation channel becomes quasi-static, where the effects of uncorrelated noise and fast fading vanish, and such favorable characteristics enables arbitrarily small energy per transmitted bit [2] . Prominently, in massive multiuser MIMO systems simple linear processing schemes, such Manuscript as zero-forcing (ZF) and linear minimum mean-square error (MMSE), are shown to approach the optimal capacity performance achieved by the dirty paper coding in the downlink communication [5] . The spectral efficiency performance of massive MIMO systems with several linear processing schemes, including ZF, MMSE and maximum-ratio combining (MRC), with perfect or imperfect channel state information (CSI) has been analyzed in [6] . For practical implementation of massive MIMO systems, the number of antennas required for large antenna array gains, typically in the order of a hundred or more, is determined by examining the convergence properties over the antenna number [7] . However, to exploit such a large antenna array in massive MIMO systems, the amplitudes and phases of the complex transmit symbols are traditionally modified at the baseband, and then upconverted to the passband around the carrier frequency after passing through radio frequency (RF) chains (performing the analog radiowave/digital baseband conversion, signal mixing, power amplifying). In this setting, all outputs of the RF chains are connected to the antenna elements, which means that the number of RF chains must exactly equal the number of antenna elements. Under this circumstance the fabrication cost and energy consumption of such a massive MIMO system become unbearable due to the tremendous number of RF chains [9] .
To deal with the aforementioned problem, smaller number of RF chains are used in the large scale MIMO systems, with cost-effective variable phase shifters employed to handle the mismatch between the number of RF chains and of antennas [9] , where high-dimensional analog RF (phase only) processing is enabled by using phase shifters while digital baseband processing is performed in a very low dimension. This type of structure is generally named hybrid processing in the literature. The limited number of RF chains in a hybrid analog RF and digital baseband processing structure leads to less power consumption and higher energy efficiency compared with the conventional full RF chain configuration. There is extensive existing work on the precoding and combining design in a hybrid transceiver structure. The pioneering paper [8] is one of the first to consider using variable phase shifter network to compensate for the performance degradations in a hard antenna selection system which enables limited RF chains. As the millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies appear more promising as candidates for future generation wireless systems, massive MIMO becomes more relevant as smaller wavelengths lead to compact antenna footprint even for large scale antenna arrays. The hybrid baseband and RF processing (transmit precoding/receive combining) is particularly suitable for mmWave MIMO communications as it effectively reduces the excessive cost of RF chains [9] - [12] . Many hybrid design in mmWave channels aim to employ the sparse nature of mmWave channels. In the point-to-point (P2P) scenario, the idea is to capture the "dominant" paths by choosing RF control phases from array response vectors [9] , [10] , while in multiuser systems, RF precoders are designed to form multiple beams pointing to multiple users [11] , [12] . For more general propagation environments including both rich scattering Rayleigh channels and mmWave channels, [13] proposed an equal gain transmission [14] - [15] based RF precoder design to realize large antenna gains, while baseband processing performs in low-dimensional equivalent channels, for single antenna multiuser systems. This work is extended to multi-antenna multi-user systems in [16] where hybrid block diagonalization is proposed. Moreover, some researchers design the hybrid RF and baseband precoders employing certain optimization formulations, such as in [17] which maximizes the data rates of multi-users based on a bi-convex approximation approach and [18] for P2P systems.
More limited RF chain architectures that use subsets of antennas with phase shifters or switches are studied in [19] , which shows that antenna subset selection lowers the system complexity at the sacrifice of the performance. Another direction of reducing the massive MIMO implementation cost is to use low resolution analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for each RF chain connected to an antenna [20] . Mixed high and low resolution ADCs can also be used to offer trade off between performance and cost [21] . Both [20] and [21] demonstrate that using low resolution ADC degrades the performance but the performance loss can be compensated by using more antennas, however at an exponential scale increase of antennas, especially in the moderate to high SNR range. Moreover, the large dimension digital processing after ADC consume resources, which may be relatively moderate if very low resolution matrices are involved.
CSI is the prerequisite to perform any processing at transmitter and receiver, whether it is a type of unconstrained highdimensional baseband processing for the traditional design with one antenna element coupled with one dedicated RF chain or it is a type of hybrid processing. In [22] , training sequences and closed-loop sounding vectors are designed to estimate a massive multiple-input single-output (MISO) channel through the alignment of transmit beamformer with true channel direction. In [23] , a compressive sensing (CS) based low-rank approximation problem for estimating massive MIMO channel matrix is formulated, and is solved by semidefinite programming. Considering the massive MIMO channels with limited scattering feature (especially when mmWave channels are involved), the parameters of paths, such as the angles of departure (AoDs), angles of arrival (AoAs) and the corresponding path loss are estimated by designing beamforming codebook so as to obtain the pathloss of all paths whose AoDs/AoAs are spatially quantized in the entire angular domain [24] , [25] , while [25] performs the beamforming in a hybrid processing setting. Furthermore, some adaptive CSI acquisition schemes with reduced time slot overhead are proposed exploiting the spatial sparsity of the massive MIMO channels in [26] . In this paper however, as in much other literature, perfect CSI, i.e., the channel matrix is assumed known during the design of the hybrid precoder/combiner, and channel estimation is out of the scope of this paper.
Designing hybrid precoders/combiners is a difficult problem which needs to be tackled for every different system configuration involving number of users, antennas, RF chains, data streams, etc. Many possible solutions exist, with some based on heuristic approaches and some using optimizations. One commonality of the majority hybrid processing schemes in the literature [8] - [19] is that they approach the problem by directly designing the RF precoding matrix and the baseband matrix within the given hybrid structure, regardless of their detailed design methodology. In this paper, we tackle the problem from a different perspective. The starting point is a known optimal or near optimal precoding/combining matrix solution in the full RF chain scenario. This is reasonable as precoding/combining design in traditional MIMO structures are well studied in the literature. Given this desired large dimension unconstrained digital precoder/combiner, we propose to directly decompose the matrix into the product of a high dimension phase only RF matrix and a low dimension baseband matrix as the hybrid solution. Similar to [9] , we consider multi-stream transmission in P2P massive MIMO systems as one example to develop our proposed matrix decomposition approach. The general goal of this paper and [9] is similar, i.e., designing the mixed analog/digital precoder/combiner. The methods used, however, are completely different. Our approach can be considered as a general solution that can convert any existing known precoder of a conventional full RF chain MIMO structure into a hybrid structure. It is suited for hybrid processing design over any MIMO channels and any MIMO system configurations. The orthogonal matching pursuit scheme in [9] is efficient but valid only for mmWave channels as it exploits the sparsity in the limited scattering mmWave channels. Moreover, it requires to know not only the channel matrix, but also each multipath component including the corresponding path gain and the array responses of AoA/AoD. Moreover, [9] limits the columns of its RF precoder/combiner to take the form of array response vectors of AoD/AoA, thus narrowing the feasible region into a smaller one and degrading the performance compared to our approach. Recently, [27] also treats the hybrid design problem from a matrix decomposition perspective. A subspace decomposition based approach is presented, which has a different RF precoder/combiner design in each iterative step from this work. While the idea is original as in this work, [27] acknowledges that it is extremely difficult to make claims on the convergence of its algorithm, while our proposed scheme can securely converge to a local optimum.
Starting with an optimal unconstrained precoder built on a set of right singular vectors (associated with the largest singular values) of the channel matrix, our hybrid precoders are designed by minimizing the Frobenius norm of the matrix of difference between the unconstrained precoding matrix and products of the hybrid RF and baseband precoding matrices, subject to the aforementioned constraints on the RF precoder. Technically, solving this matrix decomposition problem is rather challenging because it is a highly nonconvex constrained problem involving a fairly large number of design parameters. Here we present an alternate optimization technique to approach the solution in that the hybrid precoders are alternately optimized in a relaxed setting so as to ensure all sub-problems involved are convex. We stress that the convex relaxation technique utilized here includes not only properly grouping design parameters for alternate optimization, but also restricting the phase increment of each entry in the RF precoder to within a small vicinity of its preceding iterate. Under these circumstances, it is critical to start the proposed decomposition algorithm with a suitable initial point that is sufficiently close to the global solution of the original non-convex matrix decomposition problem. To this end a singular-value-decomposition (SVD) based technique is proposed to secure a satisfactory initial point that with high probability allows our decomposition algorithm to yield near-optimal hybrid precoders. Concerning the hybrid combiners design, a linear MMSE combiner is selected as the unconstrained reference matrix for matrix decomposition, and the hybrid RF and baseband combiners can be obtained in the same way as the hybrid precoder design.
We remark that the proposed matrix decomposition method, termed MD-HP, provides a general solution to convert any existing known precoder/combiner of a conventional full RF chain MIMO structure into a hybrid structure. It is suited for hybrid processing design over any MIMO channels and any MIMO system configurations. Simulations are presented to examine the convergence of the alternate optimization for the MD-HP scheme and to demonstrate its near-optimal performance by comparing to the optimal unconstrained baseband processing based on the SVD technique.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we introduce the hybrid processing structure for P2P massive MIMO systems and the channel models considered in this paper.
A. System Model
We consider a communication scenario from a transmitter with N t antennas and M t RF chains to a receiver equipped with N r antennas and M r RF chains, where N s data streams are supported. The system model of the transceiver is shown in Fig. 1 , employing the full-array structure proposed in [9] , where each RF chain output is phase shifted multiple times and combined to generate N t different copies before being fed to N t transmit antennas, and similarly the signals gathered from all the receive antennas are phase shifted prior to combining for baseband processing at the receiver. 1 To ensure effectiveness of the communication driven by the limited number of RF chains, the number of the communication streams is constrained to be bounded by N s ≤ M t ≤ N t for the transmitter and by N s ≤ M r ≤ N r for the receiver.
The transmitted symbols are processed by a baseband precoder F B of dimension M t × N s , then up-converted to the RF domain through the M t RF chains before being precoded by an RF precoder F R of dimension N t × M t . Note that the baseband precoder F B enables both amplitude and phase modifications, while only phase changes can be realized by F R as it is implemented by using analog phase shifters. We normalize each entry of F R to satisfy |F
where |(·) (i,j ) | denotes the amplitude of the (i, j)-th element of (·). Furthermore, to meet the constraint on total transmit power, F B is normalized to satisfy ||F R F B || 2 F = N s , where || · || F denotes the Frobenius norm [28] .
We assume a narrowband flat fading channel model and the received signal before analog RF processing is given by
where
F ] = N t N r , and n is the vector of i.i.d. CN (0, σ 2 ) addictive complex Gaussian noise. To perform the precoding and combining, we assume the channel is known at both the transmitter and the receiver, thus the processed received signal after combining is given bỹ
where W R is the N r × M r RF combining matrix and W B is the M r × N s baseband combining matrix. Since W R is also implemented by the analog phase shifters, all elements of W R are constrained to have constant amplitude such that |W
If Gaussian inputs are employed at the transmitter, the instantaneous spectrum efficiency achieved shall be
B. Channel Model
In this paper, we seek to find optimal hybrid precoders (F R , F B ) as well as hybrid combiners (W R , W B ) based on a general channel matrix H. To measure the performance of our MD-HP scheme, we examine two types of channel models in simulation studies to be presented in Section IV, namely 1) Large Rayleigh fading channel H rl with i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries; 2) Limited scattering mmWave channel H mmw . We remark that several hybrid processing schemes for mmWave communications have been studied, where a large antenna array is implemented to combat high free-space pathloss and reflection loss [10] - [12] . Thus the mmWave channel model H m m w is an appropriate instance for comparing the performance of the proposed scheme with related recent work in the literature. Because of the limited (sparse) scattering characteristic of a mmWave channel, we decide to introduce a clustered mmWave channel model to characterize its key features [29] . The mmWave channel H m m w is assumed to be the sum of all propagation paths that are scattered in N c clusters with each cluster contributing N p paths. Under these circumstances, the normalized channel matrix can be expressed as
where α il is the complex gain of the i-th path in the l-th cluster, which follows CN (0, 1). 2 For the (i, l)-th path, θ il and φ il are the azimuth angles of arrival/departure (AoA/AoD), while a r (θ il ) and a t (φ il ) are the receive and transmit array response vectors at the azimuth angles of θ il and φ il respectively, and the elevation dimension is ignored. 3 Within the i-th cluster, θ il and φ il have the uniformly-distributed mean values of θ i and φ i respectively, while the lower and upper bounds of the uniform distribution for θ i and φ i can be defined as
The angular spreads (standard deviations) of θ il and φ il among all clusters are assumed to be constant, denoted as σ θ and σ φ . According to [9] , we use truncated Laplacian distribution to generate all the θ il 's and φ il 's based on the above parameters.
As for the array response vectors a r (θ il ) and a t (φ il ), we choose uniform linear arrays (ULAs) in our simulations, while the precoding scheme to be developed in Section III can directly be applied to arbitrary antenna arrays. For an N -element ULA, the array response vector can be given by
where λ is the wavelength of the carrier, and d is the distance between any two adjacent antenna elements. The array response vectors at both the transmitter and the receiver can be written in the form of (5). In addition, due to the generality of the proposed decomposition scheme, its effectiveness is not just limited to the above channel models of Rayleigh fading channels and limitedscattering mmWave channels. No matter what kind of antenna array the channel is associated with, such as ULA, uniform planar array (UPA), uniform circular array (UCA) and so on, we can decompose the desired precoder/combiner by directly applying the proposed scheme as long as the channel matrix is known.
III. HYBRID PRECODING/COMBINING DESIGN FOR A GENERAL MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL
The design of hybrid precoders (F R , F B ) and combiners (W R , W B ) based on a general massive MIMO channel H 2 The power gain of the channel matrix is normalized such that E[||H m m w || 2 F ] = N t N r . 3 Only 2D beamforming is considered in this mmWave channel model. may be achieved by formulating a joint transmitter-receiver optimization problem to maximize the spectral efficiency, which is given by
where F R (W R ) is the set of matrices with all constant amplitude entries, which is 1
). However, this type of joint optimization problems is often intractable [30] , due to the presence of non-convex constraints F R ∈ F R and W R ∈ W R that obstruct the regular progress of securing a globally optimal solution. Before gaining an insight into the solution of this joint optimization problem (6), we introduce the optimal unconstrained precoder F and combiner W for achieving maximum capacity of a general MIMO channel, based on which a procedure for the design of near-optimal hybrid precoders/combiners is developed. Assume that the channel matrix H is well-conditioned to transmit N s data streams, namely, rank(H) ≥ N s . To obtain the optimal F and W , we perform the SVD of the channel matrix H = UΣV H , where U and V are N r × N r and N t × N t unitary matrices, respectively, and Σ is an N r × N t diagonal matrix with singular values on its diagonal in descendant order. Without incorporating the waterfilling power allocation, the optimal unconstrained precoder and combiner are given by
where V 1 and U 1 are constructed with the first N s columns of V and U, respectively, and the corresponding spectral efficiency by using such unconstrained F and W is given bỹ
where Σ 1 represents the first partition of dimension N s × N s of Σ by defining that
where γ = P σ 2 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Actually,R sets an upper bound for the spectral efficiency (6) where the ranges of the matrix products F R F B and W R W B are respectively the subsets of feasible regions of the unconstrained precoder and combiner, namely, C N t ×N s and C N r ×N s . Considering the nonconvex nature of the problem (6), it is impractical to insist upon securing its global solution. One apparently viable approach is to construct hybrid precoders (F R , F B ) and combiners (W R , W B ) such that the optimal unconstrained precoder F and combiner W can be sufficiently closely approached by F R F B and W R W B respectively. In what follows, the design of such hybrid precoders is substantiated via matrix decomposition.
A. Hybrid Precoders Design via Matrix Decomposition
Given hybrid precoding structure and constraint on RF precoder F R , there is no guarantee that a pair (F R , F B ) can be found such F = F R F B holds exactly. However, by relaxing the strict equality in (6) , the matrix decomposition can be accomplished through reformulating the original problem as
To look closely at the physical implication of this problem re-formulation, recall that our design objective is essentially to approximate F by the product of hybrid precoding matrices, namely F R F B . Thus a natural question arising at this point is how sensitive the spectral efficiency (10) is inevitable and this residue would divert the optimal unconstrained combiner W away from the SVD-based solution U 1 .
Bearing the analysis above on mind, we begin the design of hybrid precoders by assuming that the N r -dimensional minimum distance decoding can be performed at the receiver, which implies that the achieved spectral efficiency is equivalent to the mutual information over the MIMO channel when Gaussian inputs are used, which is given by
Next, we obtain the hybrid precoders by maximizing the mutual information between the transmit data streams and the receive antennas in (11) . The problem of mutual information maximization problem has been investigated in [9] , where the mutual information is approximated as
and max I(
as to maximize the mutual information over the massive MIMO channel can be accomplished by solving the matrix decomposition problem (10) . Once the hybrid precoders (F R , F B ) are optimized, we can proceed to design the hybrid combiners (W R , W B ) to maximally increase the system's spectral efficiency.
The second constraint in (10) requiring that the entries of F R have constant amplitude 1 √ N t is evidently non-convex, which prevents the use of efficient convex optimization algorithms and makes it extremely challenging to secure a globally optimal solution. Under the circumstance, our design searches for a near-optimal solution so that the spectral efficiency achieved by the obtained hybrid precoders (as well as the hybrid combiners) is comparable with the upper boundR. The design method described below has three main ingredients: it employs an alternate optimization strategy that separates the two sets of design parameters in a natural manner; a local convexification technique ensures that each sub-problem be solved in a convex setting; and the use of a carefully chosen initial point that facilitates the alternate iterates to converge to a satisfactory design.
Alternate minimization is an iterative procedure with each iteration be carried out in two steps. In each of these steps one set of design parameters are fixed while the objective function is minimized with respect to the other set of parameters and the role of design parameters alternates as the design step switches. For the design problem at hand, naturally the components in F R and those in F B are the two parameter sets, the alternate minimization is performed as follows: 1) solve problem (10) with respect to F B with F R given; and 2) solve problem (10) with respect to F R with F B given.
We begin by examining a simplified version of problem (10) by temporarily removing the normalization constraint
Denote the hybrid precoders at the k-th iteration by (F (k )
In turn, we update the RF precoder to F (k +1) R by solving the non-convex problem below while F (k ) B is given as a constant matrix:
To deal with the nonconvex constraint F
where δ Taylor's expansion, therefore, we have
where {δ (k ) m ,n } is the matrix whose (m, n)-th entry is δ (k ) m ,n and "•" denotes the Hadamard product (entrywise product). It follows that the problem in (15) for seeking F (k +1) R can be reformulated as an optimization problem with respect to {δ
B . We remark that problem (18) has a convex quadratic objective function, and the constant amplitude constraint F
m ,n | is sufficiently small. Therefore, linear constraints on the smallness of |δ (k ) m ,n | need to be imposed, thus problem (18) is modified to
whereδ (k ) > 0 is sufficiently small such that e j δ ( k ) m , n ≈ 1 + jδ (k ) m ,n holds. Problem (19) is a convex quadratic programming (QP) problem whose unique global solution can be calculated efficiently [32] . Once the solution {δ
can be updated by (16) . There are several issues that remain to be addressed. These include defining an error measure to be used in the algorithm's stopping criterion and elsewhere; selection of a good initial point to start the algorithm; adaptive thresholding for phase increments δ (k ) m ,n and derivation of an explicit formulation for problem (19) ; and a treatment of the constraint ||F R F B || 2 F = N s in problem (10).
1) An Error Measure: The relative distance between F and
, will be used as an error measure. In the proposed algorithm, alternate iterations continue until ε k falls below a prescribed convergence toleranceε (or the iteration index k exceeds a preset upper bound K u ), and when this occurs, the last iterate (F (k )
) is taken to be a solution of problem (13) .
2) Adaptive Thresholding for Phase Increments δ (k ) m ,n : The constraints on the magnitude of phase increment in (19) limit F (k +1) R to within a small neighborhood of F (k ) R that usually affects the algorithm's convergence rate. This is however less problematic for (19) because the effective range for each phase parameter in the RF precoder is limited to [0, 2π). In addition, the issue can be addressed by making the upper bound (threshold) in (19) adaptive to the current error measure so as to improve the algorithm's convergence rate. The adaptation of threshold δ (k ) is performed as follows: a) setδ (k +1) slightly larger thanδ (k ) if ε k is far greater than ε, and ε k < ε k −1 holds; b) set a smallerδ (k +1) thanδ (k ) if ε k is close toε, or ε k ≥ ε k −1 holds. Scenario a) allows a larger phase increment while the algorithm converges in the right direction (ε k is decreasing), while scenario b) reducesδ (k ) to a smallerδ (k +1) when ε k increases due to that the previous large phase increment has made the approximation e j δ ( k ) m , n ≈ 1 + jδ (k ) m ,n invalid, or when ε k is close to the required ε suggesting that higher precision is required. In Section IV we shall come back to this matter again in terms of specific adjustments onδ (k ) .
3) Re-formulation of Problem (19) : Another issue concerning problem (19) is that its formulation in terms of Hadamard product is not suited for many convex-optimization solvers that require standard and explicit formulations. Denote the p-th row of Q (k ) by q (k ) p , we can write the objective function in (19) as
where Δ
It follows that problem (19) can be solved by separately solving N t sub-problems
for p = 1, 2, · · · , N t . Note that each problem in (22) is an explicitly formulated convex QP problem to which efficient interiorpoint algorithms apply [32] . To implement the interior-point method for a convex optimization problem with inequality constraints, we can use the logarithmic barrier function to incorporate those inequality constraints implicitly in the objective function, and then obtain the solution through the iterations for searching the global optimum along one central path inside the feasible region based on Algorithm 11.1 in [32] . 4) Choosing an Initial Point: Choosing an appropriate initial point to start the proposed algorithm is of critical importance because the original problem (10) is a non-convex problem which typically possesses multiple local minimizers. As far as gradient-based optimization algorithms are concerned, the likelihood of capturing global minimizer or a good local minimizer is known to be highly dependent on how close the initial point to the desired solution.
Note that the objective function in (10) , namely ||F − F R F B || F , measure the difference between the optimal unconstrained RF precoder F and an actual decomposition F R F B in the feasible region. If we temporarily neglect the constant amplitude constraint on F R , the perfect decomposition of F can be performed through SVD decomposition F = U F Σ F V H F . This motivates us to construct an initial point based on the SVD of F . As F comes from the first M t right singular vectors of the channel matrix H, F has the full column rank, which means all N s entries along the diagonal of Σ F are non-zero. Note that U F Σ F is an N t × N s matrix with full column rank, V H F is an N s × N s matrix and F R consists of N RF t columns. To construct an initial point that conforms to the dimensions of F R and F B , we generate an N t × (M t − N S ) matrixF R where the amplitude of each entry is equal to 1 √ N t and the phase of each entry obeys a uniform distribution over [0, 2π). In this way, a decomposition of F is found to be
and
is exactly a global solution for min ||F − F R F B || when no constraints are imposed. We stress that F R = [U F Σ FFR ] is infeasible when the constant amplitude constraint of F R is imposed. Nevertheless, we can select a feasible initial point F (0) R that is close to the above [U F Σ FFR ] by modifying the first partition U F Σ F as follows:
1) retaining the phases of all entries in U F Σ F ; 2) enforcing the amplitudes of all entries in U F Σ F into 1
R feasible. Since the modified U F Σ F still incorporates the information of the phases in decomposition (23) , it is intuitively clear that the F (0) R generated above is reasonably near the global solution of problem (13) and for this reason we shall chose it as the initial point for the proposed algorithm.
Finally, the constraint ||F R F B || 2 F = N s in the original matrix decomposition problem (10) is treated by performing a normalization step where F B is multiplied by
The normalization assures that the transmission power remains consistent after precoding. A step-by-step summary of the hybrid precoder design is given below as Algorithm 1.
B. Hybrid Combiners Design
The hybrid precoders are designed under the assumption that the N r -dimensional minimum distance decoding can be performed at the receiver. However, such a decoding scheme 
R by solving (15) 7:
is difficult to implement in practice due to its high complexity. In this paper, we employ linear combining at the receiver. As we know, if the hybrid precoders would be equivalent to the unconstrained optimal precoder F = V 1 , the optimal unconstrained combiner W would be U 1 . However the error ||F − F R F B || F can never be absolutely zero, hence U 1 deviates from the optimal unconstrained combiner W . The linear MMSE combiner W MMSE will achieve the maximum spectral efficiency for linear and separate detection of each data stream, which would be a better solution compared with that in [33] . The unconstrained linear MMSE combiner is given in [34] as
Once W is obtained, the designed hybrid combiners W R and W B can also be obtained through the decomposition of W , which leads to the problem
Replacing the symbols, F * , F R and F B , in Algorithm 1 by W * , W R and W B , the alternate optimization method presented in Section III-A can be directly applied to solve the above decomposition problem (25) . We will evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid processing scheme through simulations in Section IV.
C. Approach to Waterfilling Spectral Efficiency
To reach a capacity-achieving processing scheme, the waterfilling power allocation should be applied to the precoder. In this case, the optimal unconstrained precoder and combiner in Section III are updated to F = V 1 Γ and W = U 1 respectively, where Γ is a diagonal matrix that performs the waterfilling power allocation. The precoder so produced can directly be decomposed through Algorithm 1. However, there may be cases where no power is allocated to some data streams corresponding to the lowest singular values of H, especially when the SNR is small. In other words, we may end up with F * = [F , 0] , where F is the non-zero columns of F = V 1 Γ after waterfilling power allocation. In this case, we can apply the MD-HP scheme to the F part first, F = F R F B . And then the whole decomposition for F * is given by
In this way, the zero-power allocation part is realized through the baseband precoding rather than the phase shift in the RF domain.
D. An Analysis of Complexity and Convergence
Below we present an analysis concerning complexity and convergence matters for the hybrid precoders design described in Algorithm 1.
1) Complexity: The complexity of the alternate optimization is dominated by the calculations of the baseband and RF precoders/combiners. In each iteration, baseband precoder is computed using (14) , which can be expressed as F
where (·) † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Thus the complexity of (14) is equal to the complexity of computing the pseudo-inverse of an N t × M t matrix, which is O(N t M 2 t ) for a Cholesky factorization based method [35] , plus that of computing the product of a matrix of size M t × N t with a matrix of size N t × N s , which is O(N t M t N s ). Since N s ≤ M t , the complexity of (14) is in the order of O(N t M 2 t ). Concerning the complexity of updating the RF precoder to F (k +1) R , that involves solving a total of N t convex QP problems, reliable polynomialtime interior-point algorithms exist [36] , with complexity in the order of O(M 3 t ), for each convex QP problem as seen in (22) . Hence the complexity for this part of the iteration is of O(N t M 3 t ). Consequently, the complexity of a single iteration in Algorithm 1 is O(N t M 3 t ), and the complexity of Algorithm 1, assuming its convergence in K iterations, is in the order of O(KN t M 3 t ).
2) Convergence:
The alternate minimization employed by Algorithm 1 ensures that it is a descent algorithm in the sense that the objective function is monotonically decreasing as the iterations proceed. Moreover, the objective function has a nonnegative lower bound as it is a matrix norm. It follows that the objective function's values at its iterates constitute a convergent sequence approaching to a certain non-negative minimum. Given a toleranceε, Algorithm 1 is claimed to converge as the relative error ε k (see Step 7 of the algorithm) falls belowε. The number of iterations K required for the algorithm to converge is closely related to the selection of phase increment threshold δ (k ) in (22) , and a strategy to adaptively thresholding the phase increment δ (k ) m ,n in each iteration so as to reduce K has been proposed in Section III-A2. We shall revisit this issue in Section IV when presenting our simulation results.
E. Quantized RF Phase Control
It is difficult to assign arbitrary value to the phase of each entry in the RF precoder F R or combiner W R is difficult to be set to be an arbitrary value due to the limited precision in the practical implementation. To address the problem here, we also introduce the quantized phase implementation of F R and W R . Assume the phase of each entry in F R and W R can be quantized up to L bits of precision by choosing the closet neighbor based on the shortest Euclidean distance, which is given by
wheren = arg min n ∈{0,...,2 L −1} φ − 2π n 2 L . In the literature, using the quantized phased control to lower the system complexity has been considered in [9] , [13] . The spectral efficiency performance with the quantized RF phase control has been examined in the case of multiple single-antenna users in [13] , while the azimuth and elevation angles are quantized to limit feedback overhead in [9] .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we report the results of the simulations conducted, where the convergence of the proposed matrix decomposition method based on alternate optimization are examined and the performance of the proposed MD-HP scheme are evaluated.
A. Implementation Issues for Algorithm 1
Before we apply Algorithm 1 to design the hybrid precoders and combiners, it is necessary to examine whether it will converge to a level where the error ε k is acceptably small, this is because the original optimization problem (10) to be solved is non-convex and there is no guarantee that Algorithm 1 will certainly result in a satisfactory matrix decomposition.
We took a 256 × 64 MIMO system as example, and set N s = 4, M t = 6. An i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel matrix H rl with each entry obeying CN (0, 1) was randomly generated. From Section III-A, the optimal unconstrained precoder F was obtained by selecting the first N s right singular vectors based on the SVD decomposition on H rl . An initial RF precoder F (0) R was chosen by following the technique described in Section III-A4. The tolerance was set toε = 0.1 with K u = 100 and the first phase increment threshold was set toδ (1) = 0.1, in order to observe the convergence property of Algorithm 1 with an enough number of iterations. In the simulations, two options for δ (k ) were examined: 1)δ (k ) = 0.1, ∀k;
2)δ (k ) = 1.25 ·δ (k −1) , when |ε k −1 −ε| > 0.15 0.8 ·δ (k −1) , when |ε k −1 −ε| ≤ 0.15. For option 2) with adaptive phase increment threshold, the adjustment ofδ (k ) depends on how close the previous error indicator ε k −1 and its toleranceε are. When the difference |ε k −1 −ε| is smaller than 0.15, which means Algorithm 1 is going to converge,δ (k ) should be reduced to enhance the precision of the solution by guaranteeing the effectiveness of the approximation e j δ ( k ) m , n ≈ 1 + jδ (k ) m ,n . Otherwise,δ (k ) can be augmented to accelerate the algorithm by enlarging the feasible region of (19) . Moreover, we need to decreaseδ (k ) whenever ε k −1 > ε k −2 which means the previousδ (k −1) is too large to m ,n . We restrictedδ (k ) ∈ [0.1, 0.5] by clampingδ (k ) to 0.1(0.5) when it was smaller (larger) than 0.1(0.5) in case that the feasible region for (19) was too small or too large. 4 To examine the effectiveness of approximation e j φ ( k + 1 )
m , n within K u = 100 iterations in Fig. 2 , where the red dash line indicates the unit circle on the complex plane. It is observed that the points of the two traces (m = 1, n = 5) update simultaneously and two corresponding points remain very close, which suggests that the iteration e j φ ( k + 1 ) m , n = e j (φ ( k ) m , n +δ ( k ) m , n ) may be regarded as a linear operation over δ (k ) m ,n . By performing adaptiveδ (k ) , e j φ ( k ) m , n updates with relatively larger step size at the beginning when the iterate is far from the solution e −j 1.0026 ≈ 0.5381 − j0.8429, and then gradually gets close to it. In Fig. 3 , we show how the error measure ε k converges to about 0.2 as the number of iterations increases when the adaptive and constantδ (k ) are applied respectively. It can be observed that the adaptive thresholdδ (k ) helps the algorithm converge more quickly because it allows the algorithm to conduct a search over a larger part of the feasible region when the error ε k is relative small. The above parameters will also be used in the next simulations.
B. Spectral Efficiency Evaluation
In this part of simulation section, we illustrate the spectral efficiency performance of the proposed MD-HP scheme by comparing it with several other options under large i.i.d. Rayleigh channel and mmWave channel settings respectively. The SNR γ = P σ 2 range was set to be from −40 dB to 0 dB in all simulations. In addition, the water-filling power allocation in Section III-C is adopted in the simulations. 4 All parameters given in this section can be revised for other specific cases. 
1) Large i.i.d Rayleigh Fading Channels:
The MD-HP scheme is compared in Fig. 4 against the optimal unconstrained SVD based processing scheme when N s = 8 data streams are transmitted in a 256 × 64 massive MIMO system. For the MD-HP scheme, the situations of using 8 and 12 RF chains (along with their quantized versions) are examined. When 12 RF chains are implemented at both the transmitter and receiver, the performance of the MD-HP scheme is near-optimal compared with the optimal unconstrained SVD based scheme. Even though we reduce the number of the RF chains to the number of the data streams, namely, 8 RF chains are employed, the spectral efficiency achieved by the MD-HP scheme slightly decreases by around 3 bps/Hz. As for the heavily quantized versions (L = 2 bits with the phase candidates {0, 1 2 π, π, 3 2 π}) corresponding to the 8 and 12 RF chains settings, the spectral efficiency suffers less than 2.5 dB loss (from the view of SNR). Fig. 5 further demonstrates the spectral efficiency performance by also setting the number of transmit data streams to 4 while 8 RF chains are used. Compared with the case of 4 transmit data streams, the performance of the 8 data stream case is evidently improved thanks to the multiplexing gain. Notably, there is a small gap between the MD-HP scheme and the SVD based scheme which can be eliminated by properly increasing the number of RF chains, e.g., double the number of the data streams in the case of N s = 4. In addition, the quantized versions (L = 2) also results in 2.5 dB loss in performance. Under a critical condition that the numbers of RF chains of the transmitter and receiver are set to M t = M r = N s , Fig. 6 shows the spectral efficiency of the above schemes with N s = 2, 4 and 8. It is observed that the MD-HP scheme (including the quantized version) consistently remains close to the optimal spectral efficiency as N s increases, which implies that the MD-HP scheme can probably achieve the near-optimal performance even when a large number of data streams are conducted.
2) Large mmWave Channels: Our proposed MD-HP scheme can also be applied to the large mmWave channels where a certain number of hybrid processing schemes have been studied in the literature. In simulations, the clustered mmWave channel model (4) was adopted to characterize its limited scattering feature. Apart from the unconstrained SVD based processing and our MD-HP schemes, we employ the spatially sparse processing [9] which designs the hybrid precoders/combiners by capturing the characteristics of the dominant paths. The propagation model mainly follows the settings in [9] : 1) the mmWave channel incorporates N c = 8 clusters, each of which has N p = 10 paths; 2) the transmitter angle sector is assumed to be 60 • -wide in the azimuth while the receiver with a smaller omni-directional antenna array; 3) the angle spreads of the transmitter and receiver σ θ and σ φ are all set to be 7.5 • ; 4) the antenna spacing d is equal to half-wavelength.
In Fig. 7 , the spectral efficiency performance is demonstrated in a 256 × 64 mmWave MIMO system, where N s = 8 data streams are transmitted through 8 or 12 RF chains. Our proposed MD-HP scheme apparently outperforms the spatially sparse processing scheme when the same number of RF chains are implemented. Moreover, the MD-HP scheme can even achieve higher spectral efficiency with only 8 RF chains than the spatially sparse processing scheme with 12 RF chains. Particularly, the SVD based processing is sufficiently approached by the MD-HP scheme given 12 RF chains. It is shown that our proposed MD-HP scheme can better capture the characteristics of the mmWave channel than the spatially sparse processing scheme. In addition, we examine the impact of phase shifter resolution on these two hybrid precoding schemes in Fig. 8 , while the number of data streams is set to N s = 8 and 12 RF chains are deployed on the transmitter and the receiver. The performance degradation of the MD-HP scheme is basically close to that of the spatially sparse coding in mmWave channels with 2-bit phase quantization, and even the quantized version of the MD-HP scheme (red dash line) can approach the spectral efficiency achieved by the spatially sparse coding scheme without phase quantization. This result again supports the performance of the MD-HP scheme since it does not have higher RF component requirements in terms of the phase shifter resolution.
3) Effect of Channel Errors: Although we assume the perfect channel state information is known during design, some channel errors would certainly occur in the procedures of channel estimation, channel feedback, RF calibration, antenna calibration, etc. It is therefore meaningful to discuss how the channel errors affect the performance of our MD-HP scheme via comparing the effects of channel errors on both full-complexity and hybrid processing schemes. Since we do not enforce any specific channel estimation, channel feedback, and component calibration models, the input of the MD-HP scheme is just a general channel matrix H and the channel errors are directly added to it. In the simulation, the range of channel errors is set to ±5%. More specifically, denoting the (m, n)-th element in H as h m ,n , the channel error m ,n of h m ,n is set to m ,n = c r m ,n · real(h m ,n ) + c i m ,n · imag(h m ,n ), where c r m ,n and c i m ,n are uniformly distributed among [−5%, 5%] while real(h m ,n ) and imag(h m ,n ) indicate the real and imaginary parts of h m ,n . In Fig. 9 , we revisit the spectral efficiency of 1) optimal unconstrained SVD, 2) MD-HP and 3) MD-HP (2-bit quantized) schemes in a 256 × 64 massive MIMO system with N s = 4 data streams and M t = M r = N s RF chains under i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. The solid lines show the performance of these schemes with accurate channel state information while the dash lines present the corresponding performance with 5% channel errors. Even with the optimal unconstrained (fullcomplexity) SVD solution, the spectral efficiency performance would be degraded to some extent by the channel errors. As for the MD-HP schemes with fewest RF chains M t = M r = N s , the degree of performance loss is somehow approximate to the optimal unconstrained SVD solution, which means that the effects of channel errors on both full-complexity and hybrid processing structures are virtually similar. In this sense, the techniques that are used to mitigate channel errors in traditional MIMO systems can possibly be migrated to the hybrid structure.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed the hybrid RF and baseband precoders/combiners for multi-stream transmission in P2P massive MIMO systems via solving a non-convex matrix decomposition problem. Based on an alternate optimization technique, we have transformed the non-convex matrix decomposition problem into a series of convex sub-problems. Careful handling of the phase increment of each entry in RF precoders and combiners in each iteration and smart choice of an initial point have allowed our algorithm to yield near-optimal solution with high probability. The MD-HP scheme can be applied to any general massive MIMO channels such as i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels and mmWave channels. By providing enough number of RF chains (e.g., double the number of the transmit data streams), the pre-designed unconstrained digital precoder/combiner of a large dimension can be sufficiently approached and thus the near-optimal performance is achieved. The proposed matrix decomposition method is a general algorithm. Any existing full complexity precoder/combiner design can be decomposed into a hybrid RF phase shifter and digital baseband structure using this approach.
